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Chapter-13 Reciprocating Compressors and Chillers 

၁၃.၁ Introduction 
Vapor compression cycle                    compressor         evaporator              

              (low-pressure) refrigerant     ႔(vapor)                                             
           (၁၃-၁)                      compressor         positive displacement       dynamic     
                            

 
    ၁၃-၁ Compressor               (types)               

Positive displacement            compressor                       (low-pressure) gas       
     (discrete volumes)                                                                    Dynamic 
           compressor                       (low-pressure) gas        (velocity)                      
                                  (pressure)                   
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    ၁၃-၂  Approximate range of capacity covered by various compressor types 

   (၁၃-၂)     compressor               ႔                    refrigeration capacity                
        Reciprocating compressor    ႔      piston compressor                               
                    ၁                                                                         
refrigeration piston compressor                                     compressor         double 
acting                                  ႔(gas)                                 single-acting            
                         

 
    ၁၃-၃ Semi-hermetic compressor pack  

Reciprocating compressor                     ႔                                                
(small)              (medium size) refrigeration system          reciprocating compressor         
                              ႔        ႔         reciprocating compressor              rotary ၊ 
scroll       screw compressor                                                          

၁၃.၂            (၃)      
                                                    ( ) hermetic type ( ) semi-hermetic 
type       (ဂ) open type    ႔          

Semi-hermetic reciprocating compressor            (၁၃-၄)                   Compressor      
(enclosure)        cylinder ၊ pistons ၊ crankshaff ၊ main bearing ၊ oil sump ၊ crank case       hermetic 
motor    ႔           Crankcase     reciprocating compressor       (housing)                
           Crankshaft                                  
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    ၁၃-၄ Semi-hermetic piston compressor 

၁၃.၂.၁ Enclosed Motor    ႔      Hermetic Compressors 
Open-drive compressor                        refrigerant                   (leakage)            

      compressor                                     (enclosed)               Working fluid       
                                                                                    (dielectric 
strength)                                                  

 

 

 
    ၁၃-၅( ) Semi-hermetic piston compressor                 ( ) Semi-hermetic piston compressors 

   (၁၃-၅)     semi-hermetic    ႔      accessible-hermetic compressor                   
Hermetic                compressor                 ႔                    enclosure                  
                          Semi    ႔      accessible                                             
                              ႔               Semi-hermetic  compressor         accessible hermetic 
compressor                                                       ceramic    ႔      glass seal         
                            ႔                                                                         
Refrigerant                                                                                       

Starting switch         crankcase                                               
starting switch                (spark)                     refrigerant                 ႔                   (decom-
                            

Hermetic           (type)                 compressor                                       
(enclosure)                                          rotor       compressor   crankshaft     
                         (press fit                                                               
                compressor                               

Compressor body                                                                   Exhaust 
      suction line         compressor body                                                          
                     (connection                               (leakproof) seal             (enclosure) 
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                               (enclosure)              (oil)                      crankshaft 
          connecting rod       piston      ႔               ႔         

 Hermetic           (type)                       air conditioning       refrigerator          
                                           ၊                              ၊                      ၊ 
                   (maintenance)                        ၊                                                   
                                                  

 Hermetic compressor                                                                 
(electrical relay starting mechanism)                               compressor             
         (speed)                                Heat load                                                (speed) 
                                        

 
    ၁၃-၆ Hermetic piston compressor  

 
 

    ၁၃-၇ Hermetic reciprocating compressor 

                     compressor         hermetic compressor                          
   (၁၃-၇)                       hermetic compressor                                                
                               (steel shell)                                       steel shell            
            (repair)     ႔                (maintenance)                           
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Cooling capacity 10kW(2.8RT)                                  (refrigerator)          freezer 
         hermetic compressor                        Hermetic compressor         semi-hermetic 
                                 ၊                     -                       (motor)         
                Semi-hermetic compressor          single-phase ၊     -                            
         

Hermetic compressor                                                            
refrigerant                      ၊ system                      (contamination)                 ႔            ႔ 
                                                                             (motor protection 
device)                              

၁၃.၂.၂ Semi-Hermetic Compressors 
Compressor                                                                     

                           ၊                                 Open type compressor                 
               crankshaft seal                ႔                                   ႔    hermetic type 
                                     Semi-hermetic                                             1/4 H.P    
100 H.P                       

Compressor                    compressor                 ႔     cooling fin             
           ႔     compressor                      (level)                 sight glass                      
      oil filling plug               

System                                 evaporator          refrigerant             
crankcase          ႔                                                                               
compressor           refrigerant                                                            
   ႔                              refrigerant                                              crankcase 
heater                   

၁၃.၂.၃ Open Compressors 
Open compressor     external drive                                                 (shaft)    

crankcase                             refrigenat                            gland    ႔      seal      
                     

 
              (electric motor)       compressor                            (direct coupling) 

            ႔                          (belt driven)           Open-drive compressor                     
shaft seal               carbon ring                                                              
(highly polished metal facing ring)    ႔                                                             
                Crankcase                (pressure)                                  (shaft)           
                      carbon ring           (spring                           

   -                 prime mover                 compressor                          
           (Ammonia)    refrigerant                     open-drive compressor                
                                               (electric motor)                  (copper)     
           (Ammonia)                             hermetic compressor                                
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Open type      compressor                          ဂ       ႔                          
                            Compressor            (speed)                                              
           plant                         Compressor                                           
                            ႔     crankshaft seal                                      ႔               
refrigerant                                 

၁၃.၃ Reciprocating Refrigeration System Components and Accessories 
၁၃.၃.၁ Cylinder and Cylinder Arrangement 

Compressor                                                                                
                                       (nickel)                                           
compressor                        fin                                              compressor 
                          water jacket               compressor                              
compressor                 (liner)    ႔      sleeve                                                   
                 

 
    ၁၃-၈ Single acting reciprocating air compressors  

 
    ၁၃-၁၀ Reciprocating compressor (York J compressor) 

Crankcase                                                                          
                                    Crankshaft main bearing                 ႔    alignment                 
Main bearing         ball type                 

Hermetic compressor          cast iron                             ႔                         
                           Bolted type                                                      
          ၊              
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၁၃.၃.၂ Arrangement 
 Compressor                                                                        ႔        
crankshaft                             (compact                             

၁၃.၃.၃ Piston and Piston Ring 
                  ႔         ဂ                   (external drive) compressor                      

                                                                             hermetic compressor         
Die-Cas                                                         piston ring                

                                       250°F(121°C)   ႔                                    
   ႔                        ႔                       ႔                         (1")                       
                           (clearance)          0.0002 inch(0.0051 mm)   ႔          

  
    ၁၃-၁၁ Connecting rod     ၁၃-၁၂ Connecting rod and piston 

 
    ၁၃-၁၃ Connecting rod and piston assembly 

 
    ၁၃-၁၄ Reciprocating compressor 

                                                                                (commercial) 
                            (piston ring)                   Piston ring                              
     (ring)    “compression ring”                          (ring)                            “oil ring“ 
         Piston ring                                                    (bronze)                              
(piston ring)                                                                                   ring gap 
    0.001 inch (0.0254 mm)          
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 Piston pin                        (carbon steel)          Connecting bushing       piston bushing 
                                      

 
    ၁၃-၁၅ Crankshaft 

  

                                   
(head)                        stroke              0.01 
inch    0.020 inch (0.254 mm   0.508 mm       ) 
   ႔                                        
“clearance space”    ႔      “clearance volume”    
         

             (head)     valve plate        
        Plate      intake       exhaust valve 
               bolt                          

    ၁၃-၁၆ Crankshaft ၊ connecting rod ၊ cylinder ၊ piston       piston pin 

၁၃.၃.၄ Cylinder Block and Piston 
 Compressor             cylinder block     crankcase                                         
       Crankcase       cylinder block                                                                  
(medium)                reciprocating compressor       crankcase         cylinder liner    ႔      
sleeve                                                                         Cylinder liner 
   ႔      sleeve                               cylinder block                               
         

          (piston)        aluminum ၊ aluminum alloy    ႔      cast iron    ႔                        
Aluminum piston                         refrigerant vapor                                                
(lubricating oil)                 ႔                                piston ring                     Cast 
iron piston       running clearance                                    oil ring                     
                   

၁၃.၃.၅ Connection Rods 
    (၁၃-၁၅)                           connecting rod     piston       crankshaft     
                   (steel                     Crankshaft journal      connecting rod            
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        Bearing clearance     0.001 inch (0.0254 mm)   ႔             ႔        connecting bolt      
                                   Eccentric            connecting rod                         
(bearing surface)                       Piston       connecting rod                piston pin       
             Pin                    spring       locking pin                     

 
    ၁၃-၁၇                       (commercial) hermetic reciprocating compressor                          

 

1.  Valve  for displacement 
2. 1/4"NPT refueling 210/low pressure switch 

connection with adding oil connection 
3.  
 

1/4 "NPT 1/4 "NPT connection to oil pressure 
switch side 

4.  The oil glass 
5.  Energy-regulating coil 
6.  The crankcase heater inserts 
7. High flow pump 
8.  The cooling fan with fixed screw 
9.  Electrical junction box 
10. Displacement oil 

 

    ၁၃-၁၈ Semi-hermetic reciprocating compressor 

 Open drive       hermetic compressor              head                                       Head 
                                         Vapor     ၊                                      300 
psi(2170 Kpa)                     (compression)                  ႔                              valve 
plate                      gasket                     
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          (cylinder head)                   cap screw                                   
     -                                                                     (၁၃-၁၇)      (၁၃-၁၄)     
              

၁၃.၃.၆ Valves and Valve Plates 

 

Valve assembly      valve ၊ intake valve ၊ 
exhaust valve       valve retainer      
          Valve plate                cast-
                       Valve seat          
                                          
Inlet valve     compressor head       valve-
plate                    pin           
                  

Valve                                  
      0001 inch (0.00254mm)   ႔       
      valve                               
          Valve                         
                                   
                          refrigerant 
                                         
                                    
            ႔                             
                                   

    ၁၃-၁                         open type reciprocating compressor                           
                           ႔         ဂ                    

၁၃.၃.၇ Crankshaft 
 Reciprocating compressor                               ႔                           
                                            Crankshaft         forged    ႔      cast steel      
                                          connecting rod cap           bolt                                

 Crankshaft main bearing         crankshaft                 Crankshaft       connecting bearing 
                                                                         0.001 inch (0.0254 
mm)   ႔          External drive compressor                                                  
          ၊                      ၊    -                                           

၁၃.၃.၈ Crankshaft Seal 
 Open type compressor                           ႔         ဂ                               
compressor crankcase    crankshaft             ႔                        refrigerant                     
(leak proof          )                             ႔     crankcase                            
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 Shaft seal                                                                           
           Seal                                        (rubbing surface)                              
(surface)                                                                            crankshaft 
                      ႔                        (surface)                        leak proof gasket      
                                                                                                 
steel ၊ bronze ၊ ceramics    ႔      carbon    ႔                    

၁၃.၃.  Suction and Discharge Valves 
Evaporator               compressor                                 “suction line” 

          Reciprocating compressor               condenser                                 
“discharge line”    ႔      “hot-gas line”           

 Refrigerant vapor                     ႔                 suction valve   control          
Refrigerant vapor                                   discharge valve control          Suction valve 
      discharge valve         high carbon-alloy steel    ႔                                          

                          (free floating) reed valve         ႔                     clamp 
            reed valve                                                    reed valve                
           valve port             reed valve                                      (                         
                                                          Suction                               valve 
    0.01" (0.25 mm)                HCFC-22                      valve                   gas       
(velocity)               150 ft/s (45 m/s)                   

၁၃.၃.၁၀ Crankcase Heater 
 Reciprocating compressor                                                             
                    evaporator    refrigerant         compressor      ႔                    
                                      evaporator    refrigerant                             
       compressor                                                     ႔        crankcase           
      (oil)                                      compressor                          crankcase 
                                                                                                
                                 

                       reciprocating compressor                (oil)             15°F (8.3°C)    
25°F(13.9°C)                         crankcase heater     crankcase                       

၁၃.၃.၁၁ Liquid Receiver 
       (shutdown)       refrigerant                 condenser                         
                 ႔        refrigerant                                                         (high 
pressure side)     liquid receiver                            ႔     shell and tube            
condenser          shell         refrigerant                                     liquid receiver 
           Evaporative condenser                           liquid receiver                      

 Through-type receiver       surge-type receiver                      Through receiver          
receiver                (pressure)    condenser outlet                        condenser    liquid 
refrigerant         receiver      ႔            Surge type receiver          condenser    liquid 
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refrigerant         expansion valve      ႔                                  subcooled          
                         ASHRAE Handbook 1998                              

 

 
    ၁၃-၂၀ Liquid suction heat exchanger (a) schematic diagram (b) heat exchanger 

 Liquid receiver                                                                    (cylindrical 
tank)               Receiver               condener   liquid line                  Vent pipe     
fusible plug                                                                                       
          

 
 Through type receiver         refrigerant                                                           
                                                                          Through type liquid 
receiver          subcooling             Subcool temperature              subcooling coil    ႔      surge-
type receiver                   Surge-type receiver      subcooling liquid     refrigerant vapor       
              liquid refrigerant                               subcooling                          

၁၃.၃.၁၂ Liquid Suction Heat Exchanger (LSHE) 
 Liquid Suction Heat Exchanger(LSHE)     suction              liquid                            
              HFC-134a                   compressor               refrigerant     ႔           
                     HFC-134a ၊       (lubricating oil)       discharge valve    ႔                              

                                        ၈၀                                              
                         ၂၀              ႔                                                   
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      LSHE                                      (Ammonia)       HCFC-22    ႔                  LSHE 
                        

LSHE                               - 
 ( ) Liquid refrigerant     subcool temparature                                    refrigeration 

effect              

 ( ) Suction line      refrigerant                        ၊ reciprocating compressor          ႔ 
refrigerant                                              

 (ဂ)  Liquid line      flash gas                           capacity                      ႔         

 LSHE         shell and coil ၊ shell and tube       tube in tube            heat exchanger           
                     (၁၃-၂၀)     shell and tube heat exchanger                   Hot liquid 
        shell                                      suction vapor         tube                  
                               Liquid refrigerant   subcooled             7°F(3.9°C)   15°F(8.3°C) 
               Cold vapor       (heat)                       Heat exchanger                   
                        suction vapor                     2 psi                  

  
    ၁၃-၂၁ (a) Filter dryer      ၁၃-၂၁ (b) Sight glass 

  
    ၁၃-၂၂ Cut away view of small commercial 

four-cylinder compressor  
    ၁၃-၂၃ An internal view of V-type six-cylinder 

reciprocating compressor  

၁၃.၃.၁၃ Filter Dryer and Strainer 
 Refrigerant              ႔(moisture)                  expension valve             (freeze) 
              Low temperature system                                                                  
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                                                                         refrigeration system   
expersion valve ၊ control valve       compressor    ႔                  Refrigeration system          
     ႔(moisture)                (foregin matter)        filter dryer       strainer    ႔         ႔                 
            

  
    ၁၃-၂၄ Reed valve plate     ၁၃-၂၅ Ring plate valves 

 
    ၁၃-၂၆ Conical discharge valve and sandwich type valve plate 

၁၃.၃.၁၄ Reed Valve Plate 
                                           compressor                            

                  swept volume                           inlet       outlet gas port            
compressor                         

   (၁၃-၂၄)     reed valve plate                             Outlet valve    ႔      
discharge valve     cylinder head                              Discharge valve                 
          gas                    (ports)                    Ring plate valve                   
           (၁၃-၂၅)     ring plate valve                       Steel    ႔                                   

Refrigeration compressor                  ႔     refrigerant vapor(dry gas)             
(compress)                                                  (cylinder)          ႔             
(droplets of liquid refrigerant)            (oil)                          

Annular valve                            compressor                                  (spring-
loaded) head                                                                                        
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Valve       cylinder head                                          clearance volume                
             (၁၃-၂၆)                clearance volume               cylinder head          conical 
discharge valve design                                    

 
    ၁၃-၂၇ (a) Blocked suction capacity control mechanism and (b) valve plate showing machined 

suction port for blocked suction 
၁၃.၃.၁၅ Service Valves 

Solenoid valve ၊ manual shutoff valve ၊ pressure relief valve       refrigerant charge valve         
service valve            
( ) Solenoid Valves 
 Component                  ၊                    ႔                 suction       ၊ discharge  

             liquid           ႔     solenoid valve                    Electromagnetic    ႔      
solenoid coil                          plunger   valve pin      ,     valve     
            Valve                       ႔                                           (၁၃-
၂၈-a)     solenoid valve                    

( ) Manual Shutoff Valves 
    (၁၃-၁ -b)     manual shutoff angle valve                                      

             ႔                refrigerant flow                                               

(ဂ) Pressure Relief Valves 
 Refrigeration system           refrigerant      (pressure)                             

                                        ႔                                       
      pressure relief valve                     (၁၃-၂၈)    sping-loaded pressure relief 
valve                    Liquid line    ႔      liquid receiver                        
Relief valve                                                         

(ဃ) Refrigerant Charge Valves 
 System      ႔ refrigerant                 ႔                      refrigerant charge valve 

                            Condenser          liquid line    ႔      receiver   
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    ၁၃-၂၈ (a) solenoid valve (b) manual shutoff valve (angle type) (c) pressure relief valve 

 
    ၁၃-၂  Charging connection 

၁၃.၄              (Compression Process) 
Reciprocating compressor                          (pressure difference)                ႔        

      (compress)                             (cylinder)          refrigerant     ႔            
(piston)                          (pressure)                                         (size)၊        
        (number of cylinders)၊          (speed)                    (method of drive)        ႔      
       reciprocating compressor                                (၁၃-၃၀)     two-stroke cycle       
                         Intake valve     suction valve                      Reciprocating 
compressor         reciprocating                      positive displacement machine                 
Reciprocating compressor                                       reciprocating chiller    
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    (၁၃-၃၀)     reciprocating compressor                                                 
                                ႔              suction line    refrigerant                    
(intake)                         ႔                                   ႔              refrigerant 
                         (top dead)                                  (discharge valve)        
                condenser          ႔         ႔     

 
    ၁၃-၃၀ Reciprocating compressor- (a) suction stroke (b) discharge stroke (c) piston at top of 

discharge stroke and (d) re-expansion during first part of suction stroke 
   (၁၃-၃၀)     suction valve       discharge valve    ႔                                           

Suction stroke      piston             ႔                        suction valve               evaporator    
refrigerant vapor                     ႔                       (piston)                 ႔      
                 suction valve              Compression stroke              Cylinder           
refrigerant vapor          discharge pipe                                    discharge valve               
refrigerant vapor      condenser      ႔                                                  gas      
        ႔                                                    Cylinder pressure     suction pressure 
                          suction valve                         

   
Suction Stroke Compression Stroke Clearance area 

    ၁၃-၃၁ C = Clearance area ; S = Stroke ;  R = Re-expansion 

   (၁၃-၃၀-d                                 gas                  cycle                     
        ႔        -                     -                                                     ႔         
  -                       ႔      clearance volume         ႔                     piston             ႔ 
                                                           suction pressure                        
Valve          piston                      compressor                (loss)                 
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    ၁၃-၃၂                     reciprocating compressor                                          

  Intake valve                                                                     
           intake valve             refrigerant vapor                     ႔                        
(piston)                     ႔                 ႔                      intake valve          
           refrigerant                                                   ႔            
           refrigerant                                                                discharge valve 
                                                                 Discharge valve                     
         (high pressure) refrigerant                                                       ႔          
        ႔                            refrigeration cycle                                

  
    ၁၃-၃၃ Theoretical process     ၁၃-၃၄ Actual pressure/volume diagram 

    (၁၃-၃၈)     single acting reciprocating compressor                                    
                     crankshaft       connecting rod                                          
section valve       discharge valve                            (၂)    ၊ (၃)    ၊ (၄)        ႔      (၆)     
          reciprocating compressor                    

                              ႔                                                 
           refrigerant vapor                                            ႔                 crankshaft    
       ႔                                 refrigerant vapor               (compress)      Refrigerant 
           discharge pressure                                discharge valve             hot gas 
     cylinder                                                                                    
       Compression chamber        (internal volume)                                     refrigerant 
vapor                    (                   
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    ၁၃-၃၅                                          vapor compression cycle 

၁၃.၄.၁ Clearance Area 
Clearance area            (piston)       ၌       top dead center       bottom edge        

                            

   (၁၃-၃၇)     compression process     p       –                                         
(area of the diagram)          (compress)                        (work)    ႔               
                  

 
    ၁၃-၃၆ Reciprocating compressor                       

၁၃.၄.၂ Multi- Cylinder Compressors 
Reciprocating compressor                                       (capacity)                 

                  compressor                                  375 mm                        
                                             reciprocating compressor                                 
                                              175 mm                                        
                reciprocating compressor                                       (၄)    ၊ (၆)     
   ႔      (၈)               compressor                      ႔             
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    ၁၃-၃၇ Reciprocating compressor cycle (R134a) 

 
    ၁၃-၃၈                   multi-cylinder compressor                        

   (၁၃-၃၈)                                                reciprocating compressor       
         Refrigeration capacity 1000 kW(284 RT)                 reciprocating compressor         
                            

      (cylinder)                                                 Compressor body     
                                                              (cylinder)၊        (pistons)၊ 
connecting rod        ႔                                                                 
          compressor                                               

၁၃.၄.၃ Cooling and Protection 
                 (compression process)                                                  

        discharge temperature                    Discharge temperature                    (oil) 
   ႔      refrigerant                 (decomposition)                        Refrigerant gas         
     (                                   ၊ compressor                      ႔           
                                 reciprocating compressor                                     ႔ 
                                                   (manufacturer)  compressor               
      fan                               
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              (     -             ၊               (   -              ၊                   

      (cooled)                          oil cooler                                                  
                discharge temperature                          Mass flow rate                    
compressor               (overheating                       -                              mass flow 
rate                 compressor             (overheating                   

Mass flow rate                         system               (oil)                        
                                                               (adequate oil return)                 
                                           liquid refrigerant      compressor          ႔          
                    (lubricant)           (viscosity)                   ႔                                  
                 Compressor          (life)                    Compressor                    
                                                      

Compressor                                                   ၊                       
(insufficient oil pressure)                    compressor           ႔                             ႔ 
                temperature protection       oil protection           Hermetic       semi hermetic motor 
          (type)         temperature sensor                      (winding)                   
                         (motor protection)                   Temperature       electric current           
                         internal line break protector                      compressor        (၁၃-၃ )     
              

 

                     (applications)      compressor 
         ႔ refrigerant         (                         
       (                                   compressor     
      ႔                                             ႔     
           air conditioner           defrost cycle          
                                    preventative system 
control                      

    ၁၃-၃  Line break protector located at the meeting point of the motor windings 

Refrigeration system                             suction temperature       suction pressure 
   ႔                                 (operating condition)                            ႔        discharge 
pressure                                                     ႔      compressor                           
             torque                                                 (commercial)                        
(industrial application)      unloaded start bypass ၊  suction pressure regulation       starting device 
                                       (start up)                                                           
                 Open compressor          pulldown power       allowance 25%                   
                                    

           (Ammonia)        ႔    refrigerant                                (ammonia)  
discharge temperature                         cylinder head                                       
                                      (Ammonia)       ႔    refrigerant                     water-
cooled cylinder head                                 
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Open compressor                                     ၂၅%    ႔                                
              ႔                                              rated output   ၈၀%    ႔               
             efficiency            Running current          power factor               

 
    ၁၃-၄၀ Volumetric losses 

၁၃.၅ Compressor Efficiency 
      ႔     compressor         (compress)          gas                              

          displacement volume                       R -                                   (၁၃-
၄၀)                            (other losses)                  Volumetric efficiency(VE)           
compressor           (flow rate)                                                              

 
    ၁၃-၄၁ Compressor               ႔  Volumetric Efficiency(VE) characteristics                    

 
    ၁၃-၄၂ Compressor                                      (power losses) 

    (inlet or suction)       (pressure P1       temperature T1)    reference point       
             Enclosed                    motor loss                                                  
             

   (၁၃-၄၁)                            ႔             Volumetric Efficiency(VE)     
           (pressure ratio)                                Reciprocating compressor            -
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                                  compressor                                ႔                 

                                                                   
(၁) 10% motor loss         efficiency     90%    ႔                motor loss                 ) 
(၂) 10% friction losses       
(၃)  10% flow and heat transfer losses    ႔           

      ႔     70%             Isentropic Efficiency(IE)                       compressor 
                   (၁၃-၄၂)            Isentropic Efficiency(IE)                       
 

                      (  )   
                             

                       
 

                      (  )   
                      

                  
 

 
    ၁၃-၄၃ Compressor               ႔  Isentropic Efficiency(IE) characteristics                   

  
    ၁၃-၄၄ Double acting ammonia compressor and steam engine (၁၈၇၇       ) 

၁၃.၆ Reciprocating Chiller 
Compressor         configuration                               
  (၁) Hermetic  
  (၂) Semi-hermetic       
  (၃)  Direct drive    ႔      open drive    ႔          

Compression   energy efficiency     ideal adiabatic compression process             
           Isentropic power input     mass flow rate (m)           P1       T1           P2 
   ႔                                                                 (၁၃-၄၂)               
                                    ႔                                      isentropic power input 
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 Hermetic compressor      motor       compressor         (enclosure)                  
              seal                         ႔        compressor                 ႔                   
                                   ၊                                                                  
      Hermetic compressor                             compressor                 

 Semi hermetic compressor                       compressor                (enclosure)         
                  seal             Seal                                                    
                                          

 Reciprocating compressor                                             ၊                     
                                     ႔          Cooling capacity                        reciprocating 
compressor                                           Control                    Air cooled       water 
cooled configuration                             

Table 13-1 reciprocating compressor                                           
 Advantages Disadvantages 

Open type (1) Dismantling and inspection are 
possible. 

(1) Dimensions of units are larger than that of 
other compressors having the same horsepower. 

(2)Revolving speed is variable. 
(2) Shaft seal is necessary and there is 
possibility of gas leakage. 

(3)Engine drive is possible.   
Semi-

hermetic 
type 

(1) Dismantling and inspection are 
possible. 

(1) Revolving speed is fixed 

(2) No gas leaks from shaft seal. (2) Motor is free from any moisture or dust. 
(3) Moving parts are not exposed.  
(4) Running noise is smaller than 
that of the open type. 

 

Hermetic 
type 

(1) Compact and light. (1) Dismantling is impossible when damaged. A 
whole compressor should be replaced. 

(2) No gas leaks. (2) Motor is free from moisture or dust. 
(3) Moving parts are not exposed.  
(4) Running noise is low.  

 Low Cost ၊ Simple Maintenance Frequent maintenance ၊ high maintenance cost 
Compact Limited capacity/size  

Many moving parts ၊  
Limited pressure differential 

Efficient unloading Discrete unloading 

                                                                          compressor        
                               reciprocating compressor                                 (moving part)         
                                               Reciprocating chiller                            
                                                                                                       
           Cooling load 200 RT                 reciprocating chiller                                   
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            reciprocating chiller                                                    ၊                   
(first cost)                        chiller                                           

 Reciprocating compressor       cooling capacity range     1RT    200 RT (3.5 kW    700 kW) 
                Refrigerant HCFC-22 ၊ HFC-134A ၊ HFC-404A ၊ HFC-407A       HFC-407C    ႔    comfort 
      process air conditioning                        R-717(ammonia)                 (industrial 
application)                       

 Single stage reciprocating compressor                                compression ratio       
         Reciprocating compressor       compression ratio 1    6                        
volumetric efficiency     0.92    0.65 kW/RT                    Compression ratio 4    6     
                    isentropic efficiency    ႔      compressor efficiency     0.83    0.75 kW/RT 
                    

 
    ၁၃-၄၅ Air-cooled reciprocating DX cooler         

၁၃.၆.၁ Types of Reciprocating Refrigeration Systems 
Reciprocating vapor compression ၊ refrigeration system                                          
Air-Cooled Reciprocating DX Cooler 
    (၁၃-၄၅)     air-cooled ၊ reciprocating DX cooler                        DX system      

direct-expansion coil                         HCFC-22       HFC-134a         (primary) 
refrigerant                    Air-cooled condenser       reciprocating compressor(s) 
              condensing unit                     Condensing unit                   
                                  

Supermarket                        (industrial applications)     DX coil                        
      (refrigerated display cases)၊                                                  (food 
processing and food storage facilities)                     Heat transfer                
DX coil          ႔       fan                         DX system          reciprocating 
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compressor    ႔      scroll compressor                         

Air-Cooled Reciprocating Chiller 
 Air-cooled reciprocating chiller          evaporator       direct-expansion shell-and-tube 

liquid cooler ၊ air-cooled condenser ၊ reciprocating compressor(s) ၊          component 
           control    ႔                         air-cooled reciprocating chiller              (၁၃-
၄၆)                    HCFC-22       HFC-134a    ႔                         refrigerant 
               Shell-and-tube liquid cooler               tube             refrigerant      
                      ႔   (evaporates)     Chiller                          (steel sheets)          
                                 (corrosion-resistant paint)             

 
    ၁၃-၄၆ Air-cooled reciprocating chiller 

 
    ၁၃-၄၇ Liquid overfeed reciprocating refrigeration system 

            air-cooled reciprocating chiller          air-cooled condenser coil         
                                   Subcooling coil                             condensing coil 
    liquid accumulator                           Air-cooled reciprocating chiller                 
                   (rooftop)    ႔                                           

AHRI Standard 550/590-2011    air-cooled reciprocating chiller            centrifugal chiller 
       ႔  rating                                                                                     
             air cooled reciprocating chiller                        Air conditioning system           250 
tons(879 kW)                                air cooled reciprocating chiller                         
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YAEP--- Reciprocating Chiller 
 R22 & R407C are available 
 York Reciprocating compressor 
 DX evaporator 
 Cooling Capacity: 60-450 TR 
 COP: 2.8 – 3.2 

    ၁၃-၄၈ Air-cooled reciprocating chiller 

  
    ၁၃-၄  Semi hermetic reciprocating compressor 

  
    ၁၃-၅၀ Air cooled reciprocating chiller     ၁၃-၅၁ Electrical panel 

၁၃.၆.၂ Liquid Overfeed Reciprocating Refrigeration Systems 
 Liquid overfeed reciprocating refrigeration system          liquid overfeed cooler         
evaporator                       (၁၃-၄၇)     liquid overfeed reciprocating system          
              Ammonia(R-717)       HCFC-22    ႔    refrigerant                    Refrigerant      
               refrigerant pump                               Evaporating rate              
                    evaporator         (flow rate)                     

            evaporating pressure           expansion valve   throttle             
Evaporator   tube             liquid refrigerant         vapor         ႔                   low-pressure 
receiver                       Dry-expansion evaporator                     Liquid overfeed 
system     water-cooled condenser                                    

Liquid overfeed refrigeration system                                                         
             heat-transfer coefficient                                         refrigerant flow control 
                 ႔          Liquid overfeed refrigeration system         industrial refrigeration၊ 
                                 (food storage)                        ၊        (ice storage system) 
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    ၁၃-၅၂ Actual and ideal reciprocating vapor compression refrigeration cycle on p-h diagram 

၁၃.၆.၃ Real Cycle of a Single-Stage Reciprocating Refrigeration System 
Reciprocating refrigeration system                       pipelines ၊ valves ၊ compressor 

passages ၊ evaporator       condenser                                         actual refrigeration cycle 
    ideal cycle                      ႔     compression process       expansion process    ႔    
isentropic process                

   (၁၃-၅၂)     single-stage reciprocating vapor compression refrigeration   real cycle     p-h 
                            Actual refrigeration cycle                                 ideal cycle     
                             

၁၃.၇ Reciprocating Refrigeration System Oil Lubrication 
                                                                                    ႔               
               (fluid film)                                                                           
                                 refrigerant                         (oil)                             
            ၊ valve       valve plate         ႔           (oil)    oil seal                        
Refrigeration system          mineral       synthetic oil         lubrication                       

 
 Chiller                             (oil)                (solid)    ၊        (wax)        ႔         
                                         (chermically stable)                        (viscosity)          
ASHRAE handbook 1994    HCFC-22       halogenated refrigerant                  reciprocating 
compressor          Saybolt Seconds Universal(SSU) viscosity     (၁၅၀)    (၃၀၀)                 
Kinematic viscosity 92, 900 mm2/sec     4.3 x 105 SSU                 

 HCFC-22                          (oil-miscible)                 compressor          ႔ 
refrigerant-oil mixture                              HFC       HFC blend         mineral oil      
                         polyolester-based synthetic oil             (lubrication oil)               
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        (medium)               (large) reciprocating compressor          positive displacement 
vane    ႔      gear oil pump                         (oil)                             -                  
                      (oil passage)               main bearing                  crankshaft      ႔        
(oil)                ႔        Crankshaft                                (cylinder wall)       piston pin 
                                    Crankshaft                       ႔(oil pump)                  
     (strainer)     oil sump                       Oil sump          ႔(oil pump)   suction intake       
                

 
            reciprocating compressor                                    (splash lubrication)    
                       crankshaft       connecting rod                                               
(bearingsurface)၊           (cylinder wall)                                      (moving parts)        ႔ 
                Crankcase                                                        (splash 
lubrication)                                                                            (bearing 
clearance)                                                     

 Refrigerant                                  evaporator       condenser    ႔              oil      
                                      (oil)        compressor         suction vapor                
crankcase      ႔        ႔         

၁၃.၇.၁ Strainers ၊ Lubrication and Crankcase Heater 
 Compressor          ႔                gas                                         
           system                                                Suction strainer    ႔      trap      
                                                    

           compressor                    (lubricating oil circuit)     strainer    ႔      
filter                            ႔                   compressor          ႔                  

Semi-hermetic       open compressor                    (oil level)                    sight 
glass                     C                                            refrigerant                 
                              refrigerant        (pressure)၊         (temperature)        
refrigerant                                           refrigerant                            
crankcases heater                

၁၃.၈ Capacity Control of Reciprocating Compressors 
            setpoint                           evaporator                       refrigerant 

gas               control                    Refrigerant     ႔              refrigerant                 
          Refrigerant                                   control          Expansion valve     chiller 
capacity     control              refrigerant             control          Expansion valve     throttling 
                 system                     Compressor     discharge pressure setpoint     
                      refrigerant                                     

 Crankcase           refrigerant            suction pressure                          ႔(oil 
pump)                      (pressure lift)    suction pressure       discharge pressure    ႔  
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      ႔                          load                    refrigeration system         
                           compressor                                           (reduction device)     
                                            (speed control)                                    ႔     
VSD       ႔     inverter drive                              

   (၁၃-၅၂)                                                                                      
solenoid valve     de-                        (၁၃-၅၁)     suction                    capacity 
                           

Reciprocating compressor          refrigerant         (flow rate)       capacity                 
                              suction valve              ၊ compressor         refrigerant gas 
bypassing    ႔            compressor             ႔ refrigerant gas         bypassing    ႔           

Suction valve                      compressor                      suction valve         
                        ,                                             (compression)                       
               refrigerant         (flow rate)                    

Reciprocating compressor       cooling capacity     control                                         
 (၁) Cycling (on/off)      (with or without multiple compressors) 

 (၂) Cylinder unloader      

 (၃)  Hot gas bypass            

 (၄) Speed control         ႔          

 
    ၁၃-၅၀ Multiple compressors cycling (on/off)       

၁၃.၈.၁ Cycling (on/off) With or Without Multiple Compressors 
Compressor                        chiller          compressor                (off           

                                      -                              chiller      capacity control         
               ႔                  (25%–50%–75%–100%)                                    (four-
cylinder) compressor                     ႔                 (25%–50%–75%–100%)               
                    (four-cylinder) compressor                   chiller      capacity control         
     (၈)               

 
Compressor         on/off       cycling                                             

                                ႔                     compressor                                  ၊ 
                                                         ႔                                          ႔          

 Reciprocating chiller             compressor                    ႔             
               capacity control                   ႔             
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                                                    ၊ compressor                                      ႔ 
                                                                               ႔                 
reciprocating chiller          chilled water temperature               (fluctuation                    

Unloader                (piston)              (compress)               suction valve      , 
                           Hermetic compressor                                                    
                  unload                              unloading         cycling           energy 
efficiency                  

 
    ၁၃-၅၁ Unloader valve               ၁၃-၅၂ Unloader valve            

 
    ၁၃-၅၃ Cylinder unloader                             capacity 

၁၃.၈.၂ Cylinder Unloader      

Suction Valve                 
                  (multi-cylinder) compressor          suction valve                       

swept volume                                  compression                                 
capacity                       

Plunger                          (gas pressure)                Plunger                 
                       (spring)                 Solenoid valve                        needle 
valve             (upper port)           Unloading plunger chamber     discharge pressure port 
           discharge pressure                       Discharge       suction pressure             
                        ႔                   suction port                                              
unloaded cylinder              ႔ suction vapor                         
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Cylinder Unloaders 
Cooling capacity 10 tons [35 kW]                    reciprocating compressor          cylinder 

unloader                                                           cylinder                     
           (deactivate) cylinder unloader                       

      (cylinder)          ႔                gas                ႔    unloader valve              
                        Cooling load                  electronic controller    solenoid valve              
     (signal)              Solenoid valve     compressor discharge                    (pressurized) 
refrigerant vapor         unloader valve        ႔                              (divert) 
                   unloader valve              cylinder          ႔                refrigerant vapor 
           ႔          

       (piston)           ႔        ၊         ႔                     (cylinder)         
                              (compression)             Load               solenoid valve         
     (signal)                            (pressurized) refrigerant vapor      unloader valve        
      (cylinder)          ႔                    

Suction valve                                 mechanisms     cylinder unloader           
          Suction valve                                  (compression)                               
cylinder unloader                           (compressed) refrigerant         suction       ႔       (        
                     

Suction temperature            compressor   capacity                                    
                                                                      refrigerant                   
          (denser) compression cycle                                                                   
capacity                       

        ,               (Valve Lifting Method) 
        ,              (valve-lifting method)     ring plate valve                        

Ring plate suction valve         crown                  ,                                                
            (lubricating oil)    solenoid valve                                                     (multi-
cylinder machines)         (cylinder)           unload                           (capacity)              
                     ႔       (cylinder)         unload                 compressor                 
                                 starting current                     Compressor                    
           (fully loaded)                      (oil pressure)                    

                      cylinder head   inlet       outlet port         bypass                  
valve                             ႔      cylinder head                                         
variable clearance pocket                     Compressor                              bypass 
                                                 

၁၃.၈.၃ Hot gas bypass      
            discharge                     (high pressure) hot gas          condenser      ႔ 

           suction       ႔                                        solenoid valve         
refrigerant flow                        ႔      bypass                       Pressure differential    ႔      
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“    ”                       evaporator          ႔                refrigerant gas flow                    
        

Hot gas bypass         low suction pressure             capacity control              
                      ႔                unloading stage    ႔                    hot gas  bypass         
                 Hot gas bypass                   cooling load                                        
                                               unload                             ႔             ႔ 
               cooling load             hot gas bypass                                             
comfort air conditioning           hot gas bypass                            

၁၃.၈.၄ Speed Control      
Two speed electric motor    ႔      inverter                                                  

                                                                                                        
                                   (speed)                          (oil pressure)                 
       system                                 

၁၃.၈.၅ Return Water Control       Leaving Water Control 

 
 

    ၁၃-၅၄ Return chilled water control     ၁၃-၅၅ Leaving chilled water control 

၁၃.  Reciprocating Compressor Startup Sequence 
Tabel 13-1 reciprocating compressor startup sequence 
0 Seconds 
 Start initiated with unit switch 
 2 minute timer timed out 
 Anti-recycle timer timed out 
 Compressor starts 
 Anti-recycle timer starts again 
4 Seconds 
 Motor current >14% and < 115% 
30 Seconds 
 Oil pressure => 20 psid 
 Suction pressure > 50% of cutout 
60 Seconds 
 Compressor loads first step 
90 Seconds 
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 Second compressor starts  
120 Seconds 
 Compressor loads next step 
180 Seconds 
 Compressor Loads next stage 
240 Seconds 
 Suction pressure > cut out  
 Oil pressure > 25 psid 

Compressor                                   ၊            ၊ configuration        ႔             
                                        (timing)      operating parameter                              
                         

၁၃.၁၀ Reciprocating Refrigeration Systems Testing Standards 
Reciprocating refrigeration system testing                    standard                          
Ratings 
 ASHRAE Standard 23 
 AHRI Standard 520 
U.L. 60 Hz Approval testing 
 Housing burst test 
 Low side 720 psig 
 High side 2250 psig 
 U.L. standard 465 rain test 
 U.L. Maximum continuous current test 

 
   -End – 

 


